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Make decorations from recycled materials 

What could you use from the recycling bin? Try using egg cartons, plastic 
bottle lids and small boxes to make mini  Easter characters, like chicks, bun-
nies, or even funny monsters or aliens!!!  
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Collect some branches from the park, 
street, garden and decorate it to create  
an indoor Easter tree!

You can get as creative as you like for  
this challenge!!

You could decorate the branches themselves 
by painting or wrapping with string/ wool. 
You could make decorations from: cardboard, 
recycled materials, lego, natural things found 
outside, eggs, feathers, paper, or your favourite 
small toys! You could even add little messages 
and words!
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Ideas...
You could decorate the actual branches that you collect, by painting them, or try wrap-ping them 
with string, coloured wool… or you could just leave plain...
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Make 3D newspaper birds or any 
creature you like!
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How to make a 3D bird, using newspaper, 
tape, PVA and tissue paper...

Scrunch the newspaper into 
a ball and cover with tape. 
This is the head. 

Scrunch the newspaper into 
a ‘teardrop’ shape and cov-
er with tape. This is the 
body. 

Attach the two shapes to-
gether using tape. Now you 
have a bird! 

Add a beak by squeezing a 
small piece of newspaper 
into a triangle shape, stick 
on to the head with tape. 

At this point, also add a 
loop of string to the body, 
so that you can hang the 
bird.  

Use PVA glue and tissue paper to 
cover the bird. ‘Paint’ the PVA on 
to the bird first using a brush, 
then stick  on small pieces of tis-
sue paper. It is important to cover 
the model with a layer of glue on 
top of the tissue paper  too. This 
makes it smooth and makes it dry 
nice and hard. 

Once the bird is covered with a layer of 
tissue paper, you can decorate it! Try 
adding different tissue shapes to make 
detail like eyes, wings and feathers. You 
could add glitter or sequins to make it 
sparkle! 
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Make decorations from cardboard...

You can cut shapes from card to make Easter decorations! Try mak-ing birds, eggs or bunnies!! 
You can colour in using felt tips, or stick coloured paper on to make ‘collage’ designs.

If you have any, then patterned tapes like ‘washi tapes’ can also be used to decorate cardboard 
shapes.

The eggs above were decorated with felt pens and tape.

The bird was cut from cardboard, covered with masking tape, and legs added using thin wire!
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decorate the twigs or stones with pens, or maybe paint the leaves!!
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What interesting things can you find? Once you have collected your ob-
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Make ‘blown egg’ decorations...

Make decorations from real egg shells!
You could make decorations by ‘blowing’ eggs. An adult will need to do this for you. Poke small holes 
in the top and bottom of a raw egg with a needle. Careful so it doesn’t break! Next, poke a long 
needle or thin skewer inside to break the yolk. Hold the egg over a bowl and blow gently on the top 
hole until the raw egg drains into the bowl. Let the shells dry, and then decorate them! You can use 
paint. Or felt tips. You can also stick on shapes such as sequins, or small pieces of paper.
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You could even hang some of your favourite small toys! Do you 
have any tiny toys that you could hang string to, to make decora-
tions? Perhaps your favourite small teddies, or action figures? 

Even broken, bright plastic toys look great when hanging from 
branches, really colourful!! 

Perhaps you could try 
making decorations 
from Lego? These are 
Lego eggs!! 

Your favourite small toys! 
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Pictures, drawings and paintings….
Pictures look great when hung from branches of a tree… you could make some small drawings 
and paintings and then hang them (attach string to the back with tape or use a hole punch) ! You 
could make easter designs like eggs, birds or bunnies, or just draw your favourite toys or favourite 
places!

Try hanging pictures or photographs!
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then hang them (attach string to the back with tape or 
use a hole punch) ! You could make easter designs like 
eggs, birds or bunnies, or just draw your favourite toys or 
favourite places! 
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